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Abstract

A self-excited system involving a van der Pol-type damping and a hysteretic damper representing
restoring force is investigated in this paper. The influence of external force on the dynamic behavior of the
hysteretic system is analyzed in detail. Numerical simulations show that, under an external force, the
original hysteretic system can exhibit the so-called critical phenomena, where the hysteretic resorting force
of the system may no longer obey the traditional piecewise function form. This new finding reveals that the
system’s behavior changes dramatically when an external force is present. Modified bilinear force paths are
proposed to accommodate the new phenomena. It is shown that a hysteretic system can exhibit more
complex dynamical behavior when an external forcing is applied, and that the critical phenomena may exist
even when the system reaches its steady state. A study is presented on the necessary condition for the
existence of the critical phenomena. More interestingly, it has been found that the hysteretic forcing can
suppress chaotic motions, suggesting an alternative approach to control chaos.
r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Hysteretic systems feature a special input–output relationship. If a system has a lag in the
output with regard to the input, or the output depends on the input, then the system is said
see front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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to be endowed with hysteresis. Physical systems with hysteresis have several applications
in different areas, such as mechanical engineering [1,2], structure engineering [3,4], smart
material [5–7] and other fields of science and engineering [8,9], to mention only a few. Various
models of hysteresis have been proposed in the past two decades. For example, the
Ramberg–Osgood equation has been widely used to describe stress–strain hysteresis in
many materials [4], Bouc–Wen models are very popular in the study of structural
mechanics [10], and the bilinear hysteretic loop is usually the most practical approximation
in many applications [3,11,12]. Recently, researchers have paid attention to self-excited
systems with hysteresis which often appear in engineering systems. Dowell [13] proposed an
airfoil with hysteretic nonlinearity in modelling supersonic flutter. Ding et al. [11] studied the
instability and bifurcations of a self-excited hysteretic system using the average method and
singularity theory. Wu et al. [12] investigated the same system considered in Ref. [11] without
external forcing and used the singularity theory to obtain new transition varieties and new
bifurcation solutions.

A common feature in the bilinear hysteretic loop, described by Ding et al. [11] and Wu et al.
[12], is that the routes of the restoring force do not change their directions along the two
horizontal paths in the first half of the lines (see Fig. 2 in the next section). That is, the hysteretic
paths follow the Masing rules. (For a general discussion of Masing rules, see Refs. [9,10].)
However, we have found from numerical simulations that this is not always true [14]. Since the
motion of the system may change its direction at any point on the two horizontal paths where the
velocity of the motion reaches zero, complicated characteristics of the hysteretic forcing
can be exhibited, which have not been observed in the traditional behavior of such systems.
Such a point (at which the velocity of motion is zero) is called the critical turning point [15]. We
call such a situation the critical phenomenon. This phenomenon has been observed before [3,9,15],
but has not been studied in detail. In this paper, with the aid of numerical simulations,
we shall use spectral analysis to show that a necessary condition, for a hysteretic system to exhibit
the critical phenomenon, is the existence of at least two modes in the system which are in
competition [16].

In this paper, the same self-excited hysteretic model studied by Ding et al. [11] and Wu et al. [12]
will be re-investigated. It is shown that the external force may complicate the dynamical
behavior of the system and, thereafter, critical phenomena may occur. These bilinear hysteretic
force paths when external force exists are inconsistent with the original hysteretic model [11].
Thus, revised hysteretic force paths are proposed to model the critical phenomena when an
external force is present (see Fig. 3). However, it has recently been found that the critical
phenomena described by Chen et al. [14] can also be observed in steady states of the hysteretic
system. Moreover, numerical studies indicate that the hysteretic force can suppress the chaotic
motions of the driven van der Pol oscillator, suggesting that hysteretic force may be used in
controlling chaos.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. For convenience and completeness, the hysteretic
system studied in this paper is described in the next section. In Section 3, the influence of the
external force on the dynamical behavior of the hysteretic system is investigated. Then, in Section
4, the critical phenomena appearing in the steady states of the system are discussed in detail.
Chaos control of the van der Pol system using hysteretic force is given in Section 5. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
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2. A self-excited hysteretic system

The nonlinear mechanical system, with a van der Pol-type damping, a hysteretic damper and an
external force, is shown in Fig. 1. Ding et al. [11] and Wu et al. [12] have investigated the behavior
of this system using the singularity theory of bifurcations. For convenience and completeness, we
briefly describe the model below. The mass, m, is attached to a van der Pol-type negative damping
and a hysteretic damper, where F ðxÞ is the hysteretic restoring force and x is the displacement of
the mass.

The dimensionless governing equation describing the motion of the mechanical system is given
by the following equation [11] (for convenience, the same notations, x, F ðxÞ and f ðtÞ are used):

€x þ x � ðb� x2Þ _x þ FðxÞ ¼ f ðtÞ; (1)

where f ðtÞ ¼ K cosOt (the unit of O is Hz), representing the external force and b is the van der Pol
damping coefficient. The relationship between FðxÞ and x is described in Fig. 2, and the
x
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Fig. 1. A nonlinear mechanical system with a hysteretic damper.
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Fig. 2. The hysteretic restoring force.
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Table 1

Regular hysteretic force path

Line F ðxÞ x _x

I ax ð�a; aÞ ð�1;1Þ

II aa ½a � b; a þ bÞ ½0;1Þ

III aðx � bÞ ðb � a;1Þ ð�1;1Þ

IV �aa ð�a � b; b � a� ð�1; 0�
V aðx þ bÞ ð�1; a � bÞ ð�1;1Þ

VI aðx � mÞ ð�a þ m; a þ mÞ ð�1;1Þ

VII aðx þ mÞ ð�a � m; a � mÞ ð�1;1Þ
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mathematical expressions of F ðxÞ with respect to x and _x are listed in Table 1, where 0omob:
Note that the conditions given on the derivative, _x; are not considered by Ding et al. [11]. Also
note that path II (or IV) does not change its direction when x 2 ½a � b; aÞ (or x 2 ð�a; b � a�). The
travelling paths of F ðxÞ follow the following three possible rules (i)–(iii):
(i)
 I—the central line;

(ii)
 II ! VI ! IV ! VII ! II—the inner loop having two dotted lines (rotating in clock-wise

direction); and

(iii)
 II ! III ! IV ! V ! II—the outer loop (rotating in clock-wise direction).
Ding et al. [11] studied the stability and bifurcations of system (1) using the time-averaging
method for both autonomous and non-autonomous cases. With the aid of the singularity theory,
Wu et al. [12] later investigated the autonomous case to show that the system can have many new
bifurcation solutions which were not reported in Ref. [11].

The results obtained by Ding et al. [11] and Wu et al. [12] are based on the assumption that the
hysteretic restoring force follows one of the three possible routes described above. As a matter of
fact, the results given in Refs. [11,12] confirm that the assumption is correct if no external force
exists (i.e., the system is autonomous). However, a careful examination using numerical
simulation has revealed that this assumption is no longer true when an external force is applied to
the system (i.e., the system becomes non-autonomous). To explain this, consider line II in Fig. 3 (a
similar discussion applies to line IV). Note that the significant difference between Figs. 3 and 2 is
that Fig. 3 not only has all the line segments of Fig. 2 (lines I–VII which are not shown in Fig. 3)
but also two more new line segments (lines VIII and IX), which are not presented in Fig. 2. It has
been assumed in Refs. [11,12] that _x40 for x 2 ½a � b; aÞ (i.e., for the first half of the line). Thus,
once the restoring force is on this line, it must continue to move until xXa: However, when an
external force, f ðtÞ; is applied to the system, the characteristics of the restoring force may be
changed since the velocity of the motion can become zero even if x 2 ½a � b; aÞ; implying that the
restoring force cannot move further along line II and must change its direction. Such a point is
called the critical turning point, and we call the associated irregular behavior the critical

phenomenon. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, _x ¼ 0 at point C1 on line II (and C2 on line IV)
where the restoring force must change its direction and turn to line VIII. Further, note that a large
difference occurs on line VIII. In the autonomous case, the region where line VIII is located has
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Fig. 3. Hysteretic restoring force under the influence of external forcing.
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line VII (see Fig. 2), along which the restoring force continuously moves from line IV to line II,
i.e., the moving direction remains upward. In other words, the sign of _x remains positive on line
VII. For the non-autonomous case, however, the restoring force is moving downward along line
VIII, which is in the direction opposite to that for the autonomous case. Moreover, it may stop
anywhere (at a point where _x ¼ 0) within the region and return to line II, as shown in Fig. 3.
Similar possibilities can occur on line IV and the interior region where line VI is located. It has
been found that the occurrence of the critical phenomena looks ‘‘random’’. That is, it can occur
anywhere in the interior of the domain, in particular, associated with transient vibrations.
Naturally, we have assumed that the slopes of the critical lines (e.g., lines VIII and IX) have the
same slope, a: In other words, the local natural property of the hysteretic damper remains
unchanged under the external excitement.
3. The effect of external force

External forcing plays a very important role in the study of non-autonomous dynamical
systems. The dynamical behavior of such a system like instability and bifurcations is much more
complicated than that of a system without external force (autonomous system). In the previous
section, we have discussed the effect of external forcing on the dynamical behavior of system (1).
In this section, numerical simulation results are presented to demonstrate that the effect of the
external force is crucial. We consider the variation of the amplitude of the external force, K
(starting from small values), to monitor the effect of the external force, while the frequency, O; is
fixed as O ¼ 0:5:

In addition to the two parameters, K and O; the values of other parameters of the system, a, b, a
and b; are chosen as

a ¼ 0:056; b ¼ 0:2; a ¼ 0:125; b ¼ 0:171: (2)
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When K ¼ 0 (no external force), the dynamical solutions of hysteretic system are simple periodic
motions (limit cycles). Although the amplitudes of the periodic solutions can vary with respect to
different initial conditions, as reported in Ref. [14] (see Fig. 4), no other complex dynamical
behavior (such as quasi-periodic solutions or chaos) has been observed. In particular, the
travelling paths for the hysteretic force clearly follow the regular bilinear path defined in the
previous section (see the possible paths I, II and III shown in Fig. 2).

When K is varied from 0 to a very small positive number, the effect of the external force is
negligible. For example, when K ¼ 0:01; the phase portraits of the trajectories are almost identical
to that shown in Fig. 4 for the autonomous case. A further increase of the external force shows the
crucial effect of the external force on the dynamical behavior—the periodic solutions become
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Fig. 4. Phase portraits for K ¼ 0 (no external force) with the initial conditions: (a) x ¼ 0:36; _x ¼ 0:005; (b) x ¼

0:20; _x ¼ 0:005; and (c) x ¼ 0:026; _x ¼ 0:005:
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Fig. 5. Quasi-periodic solution for K ¼ 0:2: (a) phase portrait, (b) Poincaré map.
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Fig. 6. Periodic solution for K ¼ 1:0: (a) phase portrait, (b) time history.
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quasi-periodic. For instance, when K ¼ 0:2; system (1) exhibits quasi-periodic motions, as shown
in Fig. 5. We may apply the concept of mode competition developed by Yao et al. [16] to explain
this phenomenon as follows. System (1) can be considered as a dynamical system with two modes;
one of them is characterized by the internal mode with frequency o � 1 and the external mode
with frequency O: The two modes represent two different motions which are either in competition
or one dominates the other. When one mode dominates the other, the motion is simply periodic
since the system basically has only one frequency. However, when the two modes are in
competition (i.e., neither one dominates the other), the motion becomes complex because there
exists interaction between the two different modes. For system (1), when K � 0; the external mode
is dominated by the internal mode, and thus the motion is periodic. However, when K takes a
medium value, the two modes are in competition and the motion becomes quasi-periodic since the
motion contains more than one frequency.

As the amplitude of the external force increases further, the quasi-periodic motions return to
periodic, as observed in most forcing vibrations. This is because the external mode now dominates
the internal mode and the periodic solutions are mainly characterized by the external mode with
frequency O: The transition from quasi-periodic to periodic motions occurs at the critical value of
K � 0:4: Once the motion becomes periodic, the path of the FðxÞ returns to regular. Such an
example is depicted in Fig. 6 for K ¼ 1:0; showing a large (global) limit cycle. It should be pointed
out that this large limit cycle (see Fig. 6) is quite different compared to the small ones (see Fig. 4).

A summary of the above discussions and results indicates that adding an external force to a
hysteretic system can complicate the dynamics of the system, and the bifurcation analysis becomes
even more involved.
4. Critical phenomena

In this section, we turn to illustration of the critical phenomena exhibited in the hysteretic
system (1). We shall show that for certain cases, when external force is present, the regular
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hysteretic force paths become irregular, which was not described in the original hysteretic
model [11]. Therefore, some dynamical behavior of the mechanical system (1) studied by
Ding et al. [11] was not correctly described. The critical phenomena due to the external
forcing have been briefly discussed by Chen et al. [14]. In this section, we shall give a more
detailed analysis.

In the previous section, we have shown that the hysteretic system with external
forcing can exhibit more complicated dynamical behavior. The autonomous system (without
external force) can only exhibit periodic solutions (although it may have multiple
periodic solutions which depend on the initial condition), while the non-autonomous system
(with external forcing) can have quasi-periodic as well as periodic motions. Moreover,
subharmonic and super-harmonic resonances have been observed in such a non-autonomous
system. It has been reported that the autonomous system does not have critical phenomena,
while the non-autonomous system exhibits the critical phenomena when the system has quasi-
periodic solutions [14]. Here, we shall further show that the critical phenomena also exist in
subharmonic or super-harmonic resonant solutions. The critical phenomena persist even when a
steady state is reached.

For the numerical simulation, we fix the values of the parameters, a; b; a; K and b; but change
O: For a consistent comparison with the results presented by Ding et al. [11], we select the same
values used in Ref. [11], given by

K ¼ 1:0; a ¼ 0:3; b ¼ 0:8; a ¼ 1:0; and b ¼ 0:5: (3)

A detailed dynamical analysis was carried out by Ding et al. [11] using the average method, but no
critical phenomenon was reported. Here, we use extensive numerical simulations, with the
variation of O and the plotting of the hysteretic force paths, to identify the critical phenomena. By
inspecting the hysteretic force paths, we found that the critical phenomena may exist in different
dynamical motions. In the following, we particularly consider subharmonic and super-harmonic
motions.

4.1. Subharmonic motion

In the subharmonic resonant case, we vary O from 0.1 (Hz) to 4.0 (Hz) continuously, and then
plot the hysteretic force paths for various parameter values. Numerical simulation results show
that the dynamical motions can be quasi-periodic, subharmonic and super-harmonic in various
orders. An interesting phenomenon (the critical phenomenon) occurs in the subharmonic
resonance when O is increased to 1.87. When the motion reaches its steady state for this value of
O; the phase portrait and restoring force path are shown in Fig. 7. The hysteretic path seems
regular, but it is actually not. On path VI, the restoring force path goes downward from point 1 to
point 2, as shown in Fig. 7(b). The velocity of the mass decreases from positive values to 0
somewhere on the path (at point 2); thus, the restoring force stops moving, changes its direction
and goes up (from point 2 to point 1). When it reaches path II (at point 1), the velocity becomes 0
again; thus, it goes downward once more (from point 1 to point 3), and this time it continuously
moves downward to path IV and turn left. This phenomenon and associated path are not
described in the hysteretic function of the original system. As we further increase the values of O
to reach 1.93, the critical phenomenon disappears.
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Fig. 8. Super-harmonic case for O ¼ 0:32: (a) phase portrait, (b) restoring force path.
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Fig. 7. Subharmonic case for O ¼ 1:87: (a) phase portrait, (b) restoring force path.
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4.2. Super-harmonic motion

When O � 0:32; the super-harmonic resonant motions are observed, as depicted in Fig. 8. The
critical phenomena are clearly seen when the motion reaches its steady state. In this case, the
irregular hysteretic path is obvious. At point 1, the velocity is zero; thus, the hysteretic force goes
downward to point 2. The hysteretic force stops at point 2 in the middle of path VIII or IX (see
Fig. 8(b)) and then returns to point 1 to take the regular path, as described in Fig. 8(b). This
finding reveals that the description of the model given by Ding et al. [11] is incomplete. A revised
hysteretic force model shown in Fig. 3 should be used to correctly reflect the change of the
characteristics of the hysteretic system when external forcing is present.
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4.3. Spectral analysis

In this subsection, we will try to give an explanation of the critical phenomenon, by using the
concept of mode competition [16]. It will be shown that a necessary condition for the hysteretic
system to exhibit the critical phenomenon is that the system has at least two modes, which are in
competition (i.e., none of the two modes dominates the other). Spectral analysis will be used to
verify the above conclusion.

We shall consider three cases: super-harmonic oscillation, subharmonic oscillation and quasi-
periodic motion. Both situations, with and without the critical phenomenon, are considered.
Numerical simulation results for phase portraits and spectra are depicted in Figs. 9–14, where
Figs. 9 and 10 show the comparison between the cases with and without the critical phenomenon
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Fig. 9. Super-harmonic case for K ¼ 1:0 and O ¼ 0:4: (a) phase portrait, (b) spectral diagram.
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Fig. 12. Subharmonic case for K ¼ 1:0 and O ¼ 3:35: (a) phase portrait, (b) spectral diagram.
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for super-harmonic motions, Figs. 11 and 12 for subharmonic motions, and Figs. 13 and 14 for
quasi-periodic motions, respectively.

First, it is noted from Figs. 9, 11 and 13 that all the critical phenomena occurring in the three
cases must be associated with at least two frequencies: one of which is the external frequency and
the other is the system’s internal natural frequency, as shown by the spectra given in Figs. 9(b),
11(b) and 13(b). In fact, with numerical simulations it has been observed that two frequencies
always exist in all the critical phenomena reported in this paper for system (1). This seems to show
that a necessary condition for the existence of critical phenomena is that system (1) has at least
two frequencies (modes).

Then a question arises: is this necessary condition also sufficient? In other words, if there exist
two frequencies (modes), would the motion appear critical? Unfortunately, the answer is no. As a
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Fig. 13. Quasi-periodic case for K ¼ 1:0 and O ¼ 1:93: (a) phase portrait, (b) spectral diagram.
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Fig. 14. Quasi-periodic case for K ¼ 1:0 and O ¼ 3:0: (a) phase portrait, (b) spectral diagram.
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matter of fact, we have found many cases in which there exist two frequencies (modes), but they
are not associated with the critical phenomenon. Three such cases, one for super-harmonic
motion, one for subharmonic motion and one for quasi-periodic motion, are shown in Figs. 10, 12
and 14, respectively. Then one would further ask: what is the difference between the critical and
non-critical cases, or what is the particular characteristics of the critical phenomena? By
comparing the spectra of the three cases given in Figs. 9(b) and 10(b), 11(b) and 12(b), and 13(b)
and 14(b), we observe that when a critical phenomenon occurs, the amplitudes of the two modes
(associated with the two frequencies) are relatively comparable, while in the case without the
critical phenomenon, one mode dominates the other.

A summary of the discussions given in this sub-section suggests that a necessary condition
leading to the critical phenomenon is: there should exist at least two competitive modes in the
system.
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5. Chaos control using hysteretic force

In the past two decades, there has been rapidly growing interest in bifurcation and chaos
control. Such bifurcation and chaos control techniques have been widely applied to solve physical
and engineering problems (e.g., see Refs. [17–19]). In this section, we shall show that the hysteretic
force can be used to suppress the chaotic motions, which are generated by the simple driven van
der Pol oscillator. The driven van der Pol system without hysteretic force has been widely studied,
providing a prototype model which exhibits a large variety of nonlinear phenomena such as
periodically disturbed limit cycles, mode-locking and period doubling leading to chaos. Parlitz et
al. [20] studied the mode-locking phenomena and period-doubling cascades of the forced van der
Pol system. A more complete dynamical analysis was given by Mettin et al. [21] which also showed
chaotic motions in the driven van der Pol system under both subharmonic and super-harmonic
resonances. For a consistent comparison, we shall report our results here for the influence of the
hysteretic force on the chaotic motions of the driven van der Pol system in two cases: subharmonic
resonance and super-harmonic resonance. We fix the values of a and b as

a ¼ 0:3; and b ¼ 0:8: (4)

5.1. Subharmonic resonant case

The dynamics of the driven van der Pol system is governed by the equation

€z þ d ðz2 � 1Þ _z þ z ¼ a cosot; (5)

which has been discussed in detail by Mettin et al. [21]. The system undergoes bifurcations from
period-doubling to chaos for certain parameter values. For example, for a ¼ 15 and d ¼ 3; when
o is changed from 3.96 to 3.98, the motions of system (5) change from period-4 to chaos via
period-doubling [21].

In order to transform system (5) to the form of our Eq. (1), introducing the scaling z ¼ xx into
system (5) yields

€x þ dðx2x2 � 1Þ _x þ x ¼
a

x
cosot: (6)

Then, let d ¼ b; dx2
¼ 1 under which system (6) can be written as

€x þ ðx2 � bÞ _x þ x ¼ a
ffiffiffi
b

p
cosot: (7)

Further, let K ¼ a
ffiffiffi
b

p
; system (7) finally becomes system (1) without hysteretic force. Thus, if we

choose b ¼ d ¼ 3; K ¼ a
ffiffiffi
b

p
¼ 15

ffiffiffi
3

p
; system (1) (without hysteretic force) undergoes bifurcations

from periodic doubling to chaos as o is varied from 3:96 to 3:98: The phase portraits and Poincaré
maps for the bifurcations leading to chaos, obtained from our computer simulations, are shown in
Figs. 15–17.

Next, we fix o ¼ 3:98 and increase the value of a (the coefficient in the hysteretic force; see
Table 1) to monitor the influence of hysteretic force. As we see from the computer simulation
results, shown in Fig. 18, the system remains chaotic when a is small. However, when a is
increased to a certain value (aX0:2 for this case), the chaos is suppressed and the system is
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Fig. 16. Simulation results for o ¼ 3:97: (a) phase portrait, (b) Poincaré section.
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Fig. 15. Simulation results for o ¼ 3:96: (a) phase portrait, (b) Poincaré section.
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returned to the stable periodic motion; see an example shown in Fig. 19(a) in which a ¼ 1:5:
Further increase of the amplitude of the hysteretic force can reduce the period of the stable
solution, as depicted in Fig. 19(b) where the motion is a period-1 solution when a ¼ 10:

To our knowledge, this new finding described above has not been reported in the literature.
This suggests a new method for controlling chaos using the hysteretic force. This simple chaos
control approach may enhance new applications in the field of chaos control. Certainly, in the
absence of the hysteretic force, one can adjust the amplitude, the frequency, or both of the
external force to control chaos. However, in practice, the amplitude of the external force might
not be able to reach very large values due to physical constraints, or it might not guarantee to
clear away small and medium values of the amplitude; then, one must consider some other control
strategies. Using a hysteretic force is a new alternative. For example, as illustrated in the previous
section, one may use a large enough amplitude of the hysteretic force to suppress chaos.
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Fig. 18. Simulation results for o ¼ 3:98 and a ¼ 0:1: (a) phase portrait, (b) Poincaré section.
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Fig. 17. Simulation results for o ¼ 3:98: (a) phase portrait, (b) Poincaré section.
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Moreover, this new approach does not need to apply extra force since the hysteretic force is an
inherent characteristic of the material. Another point that should be noted is: varying the
amplitude of an external force to controlling chaos means changing the input of energy to the
system. (Applying an external force with larger amplitude inputs more energy to the system.)
However, using a hysteretic force to suppress chaos does not change the energy of the system
because it uses the characteristics of the material.

Certainly, in the case of using external force to control chaos, one can also adjust the frequency,
O: To demonstrate the advantages of using the hysteretic force over using the frequency modulation
of an external force, we have compared these two methods and found the following facts.

 Chaos control by varying the frequency of the external force is much more sensitive than that of
using the hysteretic force. A bifurcation diagram under the variation of the frequency, o; is
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Fig. 20. Bifurcation diagram of system (1) when F ¼ 0 for o 2 ½3:962; 3:98�: (a) the complete bifurcation diagram; and

(b) a zoomed in part of the box in part (a).
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Fig. 19. Phase portraits for o ¼ 3:98 when (a) a ¼ 1:5; (b) a ¼ 10:0:
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shown in Fig. 20 for the case without the hysteretic force. This figure is obtained by taking the
intersection points of trajectories on a Poincaré section. The bifurcation diagram given in Fig.
20(a) clearly indicates that the system with external force can have very rich dynamic behavior
such as periodic orbits, double period leading to chaos, windows having periodic motions. This
figure reminds one of the similarity to the well-known logistic map. The left top part of
Fig. 20(a) seems like a ‘‘line’’. But in fact, this ‘‘line’’ has a bifurcation around the point
o ¼ 3:9623 at which a lowest order bifurcation occurs. This is zoomed in Fig. 20(b). When the
hysteretic force reaches certain values, the system can have periodic solutions for any o between
3.96 and 3.98. For example, if we choose a ¼ 10; then for any values of the frequency, say,
o 2 ð3:92; 3:98Þ; no chaos exists. Fig. 21 shows a case when o ¼ 3:92 and a ¼ 10; giving rise to a
stable limit cycle.
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 Using hysteretic force, we can obtain stable solutions which cannot be obtained by controlling
the frequency of the external force. For example, when a ¼ 10; we can obtain a period-1
solution by using hysteretic force control (see Fig. 19(b)).

 The chaos control using hysteretic force is easy to realize in practice. For example, for the set of
parameter values used above, it has been shown by Mitten [21] that the motions of the van der
Pol system are chaotic for a large range of frequency values. Thus, in order to use the frequency
of an external force to transfer chaos to a stable periodic motion, one needs to search the whole
domain of o where the system has stable periodic solutions, which is very time-consuming.
However, by using the hysteretic force control, we can easily suppress the chaos even with a
relatively small hysteretic force.
5.2. Super-harmonic resonant case

Under the choice of the parameter values

b ¼ 1:0; K ¼ 1:035 and o ¼ 1
2:14823; (8)

the driven van der Pol system without hysteretic force exhibits chaos [8]. The Poincaré map of the
trajectories of the system is shown in Fig. 22. The Lyapunov exponent [22] for this case is obtained
as l ¼ 0:7; confirming that the motion is chaotic.

Similar to the discussions given for the subharmonic resonant case, we vary the value of a to
monitor the influence of hysteretic force on the motions of the van der Pol system. The numerical
study shows that when a is very small (e.g., a ¼ 0:001), the system reserves the dynamical
characteristics of the van der Pol system (see Fig. 23). When a is increased to a ¼ 0:01; the chaos
disappears and the motion becomes a period-5 solution, as shown in Fig. 24. Continuing the
increase of a to, say, a ¼ 0:1 yields a period-2 solution (see Fig. 25 where both phase portrait and
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Fig. 24. Simulation results for a ¼ 0:01: (a) phase portrait, (b) Poincaré section.
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Fig. 25. Simulation results for a ¼ 0:1: (a) phase portrait, and (b) Poincaré section.
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Fig. 26. Simulation results for a ¼ 1:5: (a) phase portrait, (b) Poincaré section.
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Poincaré map are presented). A further increase of a can generate quasi-periodic motions. Such an
example is shown in Fig. 26 in which a ¼ 1:5:
6. Conclusions

A self-excited hysteretic system with external force has been studied. Numerical simulation
results show that the description of the hysteretic restoring force used for the original model was
not complete. The influence of external force can dramatically change the dynamic behavior of the
hysteretic system, where the critical phenomena in hysteretic loop exist in both transition and
steady states. A revised hysteretic force path (given in Fig. 3) has been proposed to give better and
consistent results with the original model. It has been shown using spectral analysis that the
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existence of at least two competitive modes in a hysteretic system is a necessary condition for the
system to exhibit the critical phenomenon. Also, it has been found that hysteretic force can be
used to suppress chaos, as shown by using the driven van der Pol system. We hope that this study
will raise interest in the study of the influence of external force on the dynamical behavior of
hysteretic systems as well as the application of hysteretic force in controlling chaos. Experimental
work is needed to verify the results obtained in this paper.
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